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KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
SPECIAL PROVISION TO THE 

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS, 1990 EDITION 
 

NOTE: This special provision is generally written in the imperative mood.  The subject, "the Contractor" is implied.  Also implied in 
this language are "shall", "shall be", or similar words and phrases.  The word "will" generally pertains to decisions or actions of the 
Kansas Department of Transportation. 

 
 

DIVISION 600 
PLANT MIX BITUMINOUS CONSTRUCTION 

(Quality Control/Quality Assurance (QC/QA)) 
 

 
Modifications to: 90M/P-230 (latest revision) and 90M/P-272 (latest revision) 

No Density and Air Void bonuses are available for this project. 
 
Subsection 6.0 b. Delete the first paragraph and replace with this: 

Compaction Pay Adjustment.  Pay adjustment for compaction of the completed 
pavement will be made on a lot basis and based on the obtained percentage of Gmm.  The density 
pay factor (0.000 or negative) will be determined and used to compute the density pay 
adjustment by multiplying the density pay factor (PD) times the number of tons included in the 
lot times $31 per ton($34 per megagram).  The pay adjustment amount will be subtracted as 
extras and contingencies on the pay estimate. For shoulders with a Plan width of less than or equal 
to 3 feet (0.9 m) and placed at the same time as the travelway, the density pay factors for the 
travelway will apply.  The pay factors for density do not apply to sideroads, entrances, crossovers, 
and other incidental surfacing.   Use the Department’s test results for the lot to determine the 
density pay adjustment factor when the statistical comparison between the quality control and the 
verification tests fail (See subsection 6.0 (a) of this Special Provision). “Density Pay 
Adjustment Factor (PD)” calculated greater than 0.000 will be reduced to 0.000 for payment. 
 
 
Subsection 6.0 c. Delete the first paragraph and replace with this: 
 Air Void Pay Adjustment. Payment adjustment for air voids will be made on a lot basis 
and based on the measured air voids of samples of plant produced material. The air voids pay 
factor (PV) (0.000 or negative) will be determined and used to compute the air voids pay 
adjustment by multiplying PV times the number of tons included in the lot times $31 per ton ($34 
per megagram).  The pay adjustment amount will be subtracted as extras and contingencies on 
the pay estimate. When the statistical comparison between the quality control and the verification 
tests passes use the procedures in paragraph number (1) to compute PV.  When the statistical 
comparison fails, calculate PV using procedures in paragraph number (2) below. “Air Voids Pay 
Factor (PV)” calculated greater than 0.000 will be reduced to 0.000 for payment. 
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